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Abstract
The Sterile Insect Technique (SIT) is a powerful biological tool to control
pest-populations. It could be integrated in management programmes of the
Red Palm Weevil (RPW) Rhynchophorus ferrugineus Olivier. This pest
threatens seriously date palms particularly in Saudi Arabia. As a matter of
fact, the use of SIT has been very efficient in controlling RPW populations in
coconut gardens in various countries. In this work, we outline the extinction
conditions of a target wild-population using a one-sided competition model
to describe its competition with released sterile insects. We employ a Holling
type I functional response to describe the sterile-fertile one-sided competition
and we consider two intra-specific competition sub-models, with and without
Allee Effect, in modelling the growth of the wild-type population. We also
study two manners of liberating sterile insects: single and periodic release
strategies.
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1. Introduction
The Red Palm Weevil (RPW)Rhynchophorus ferrugineus Olivier is a notorious
pest with a worldwide range and a history of fast spread and painful invasions to
various countries, especially in the Arabian Peninsula [1] [2] [3]. It is still rated
as one of the most destructive pest of palms in the world [4] [5], despite the best
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efforts of entomologists to develop effective control strategies against this weevil.
In particular, approaches based on pheromone traps have been extensively
employed to manage RPW [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. Though they have lead to good
results, they remain not fully efficient.
The interest to improve the efficiency of biological methods of insect pests
control is being increased over the past few decades, trying to replace the
classical insecticide-based ways. Hence, the sterile insect technique (SIT) has
been proven to be an effective method in the field of the area-wide control of
insects. The SIT method introduced by Knipling [11] [12] in 1930s, with a
species-specific area-wide, is relying on the insect rearing, the sterilization
without affecting the mating ability, and then the release of a specific numbers of
insects [11] [13]. When they are released, the treated insects will compete for
mates against the wild-type males, and when a wild-type female mates a released
sterile male, it will have no progeny. Thus, the most of the wild-type females will
mate with the released sterile males providing that sufficient mass of sterile insects
is released in the field for a suitable enough period, so that no viable offspring will
be produced. Finally, the control or indeed the eradication of the pests would be
achieved in large areas due to the reduced fertility of the targeted insect.
Many studies have shown that the SIT method could be successfully operated
against the most important agricultural pests around the world, such as

Cochliomyia hominovorrax, the Mediterranean fruit fly (Ceratitis capitata) [14]
[15], the New World screwworm, and the tsetse fly Glossina spp. In addition, an
efficiently control of the RPW in the Indian coconut gardens has been proven in
papers [16] [17] by adopting the SIT strategy. Therefore, it becomes widely
believed that the SIT has to be considered as a major part of the pest insects
management programs [18].
The purpose of this paper is to introduce an impartially analytical model for
the SIT leading to precise mathematical conditions for the eradication process
through a theoretical treatment of suppression strategies. In particular, the
minimal size of sterile males to be released in order to achieve the extinction of
the pest population will be determined for different strategies. This aids in
estimating the cost of applying the SIT program. Several categories of models
have been applied the Sterile Insect Technique in the literature, such as
continuous-time, deterministic and discrete-time models where the corresponding
advantages are explained in Ref. [19]. In addition to their generality, the analytic
models lend a high precision to the prediction of the different parameters.
However, the simplification of such analytic models, needed to be mathematically
tractable, would represents their major weakness.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our mathematical
model for the SIT. In Sections 3, the model is used to study the conditions to
achieve total extinction of the target population for two release strategies of
sterile males. We consider two release strategies; single and periodic and we treat
two sub-models for intra-specific competition, with an without Allee effect. In
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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the final section we give our conclusion.

2. The Mathematical Model
In this work we are going to consider a deterministic single-specie model
assuming continuous-time and density-dependent growth of the wild-type
population [20]. Spatial movement and effects of environmental factors and
others are not included. The model also assumes that released sterile insects are
male-only. Since the SIT emphasis juste the competition for mates, which affects
only the fertile population, and admitting that the presence of fertile insects does
not affect the sterile population, neither through the competition for mates nor
through the competition for natural resources (no larval survivorship [21]), we
conclude that a one-sided competition which affects solely wild-type insects is
convenient for SIT modelling. Explicitly, the model we suggest is described by
the following nonlinear dynamic system:

M
dM
=
− + R (t )
τs
dt
dN
= rNF ( N ) − λ M ( t ) H ( N ( t ) )
dt

(1)
(2)

where N ( t ) and M ( t ) are respectively, wild-type and sterile populations
sizes. R is a function characterizing the release strategy of sterile males which
have an average life-time τ s . The term rF ( N ) is the per capita growth rate of

wild-type population. The one-sided competition between sterile and fertile

insects is described by the term λ M ( t ) H ( N ( t ) ) where H ( N ) is the
functional response. The parameter λ is a proportionality constant set by the rate

of interaction between sterile males and fertile females. As we shall see later, the
mathematical tractability and simplicity of this simple one stage model, with no
other species interactions, justifies its choice. We shall consider two forms for
the intra-specific competition model. The first form of F corresponds to the
logistic growth law and reads:

F1 ( N ) = 1 − N K

(3)

where K represents the carrying capacity (the maximum number of individuals
that the environment can stably support) in the absence of sterile males. Notice
that F1 is normalized, i.e., max N F1 = 1 . The second form of F aims to take
into account the impact of the presence of an Allee effect [22] [23] [24], and is
given by:

F2 ( N ) = k2 (α − N )(1 − N K )

(4)

The Allee effect emphasis the possibility of positive relationship between
intra-competition and the population size [25] [26]. This is an important
dynamic phenomenon especially for low-density populations [27] [28] [29] [30]
[31], and may particularly increase their extinction risk [28] [29] [32] [33]. This
effect may have different causes. The most obvious is the difficulty to find mates
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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at low population sizes [34]. Less important is the necessity of a minimal group
size to rear offspring, seek food and sustain predator attacks. Notice that the
parameter α in Equation (4) represents the “Allee effect constant”. As a matter of
fact the Allee effect will be more stronger as α is bigger. In addition, we assume a
strong Allee effect, which occurs when the condition 0 < α < β is fulfilled [22].
2
at k2 4 K (α − K ) to meet the normalization condition
k2 is a constant set =

max N F2 = 1 . Behaviors of intra-specific sub-models (3) and (4) are shown in
Figure 1.

Interspecific Competition
As mentioned above, the functional H ( N ) appearing in Equation (2),
describes the response of the fertile population to the presence imposed of sterile
insects. In this work we shall assume this response to be of Holling Type I, i.e.,

H ( N ) = N [35] [36]. That is a linear relationship between sterile-fertile
mating-rate and the size of fertile population.
In the next section, we shall see that Equation (2) is exactly solvable for the
logistic sub-models (3) in both cases of single and periodic release strategies.
This solution allows to access the exact extinction condition. However this is not
the case when the presence of an Allee effect is taken into account. In this
situation,the condition for total extinction shall be obtained from an analytical
approximate solution of the model derived using a perturbation approach. For
both cases with and without Allee effect, we suppose that the wild-type population
is in a its stable steady state, before the release of sterile males, i.e., N ( 0 ) = K .

3. Study of Extinction Conditions
3.1. Logistic Sub-Model
In case when a logistic growth law of the wild-type population is assumed,

Figure 1. Plots of intra-specific growth sub-models F1 and F2 for K = 50 and α = 5.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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Equation (2) takes the form:
dN
=rN (1 − N K ) − λ M ( t ) N
dt

(5)

An exact analytical solution for this equation can be straightforwardly
constructed as follows. Making the change N = 1 z , we get the following linear
first order equation for z ( t ) :
dz
+ ( r − λ M (t )) z =
r K
dt

(6)

The complete solution for this equation with the initial condition N ( 0 ) = K
is given as:

1 r
z ( t )=  +
K K



t′

∫0 exp  rt ′ − λ ∫0 M ( x ) dx  dt ′ × exp  −rt + λ ∫0M ( x ) dx  (7)
t

t

The success or not of an SIT control strategy depends on various factors with
varying significance, particularly on the choice of the mass release strategy of
sterile males. Therefore we shall investigate conditions of success of the SIT
control method for both single and periodic release strategies. This allows to
shed light on the relevance of the release strategy for parameters determining the
effectiveness the SIT method.
3.1.1. Single Release Strategy
In fact, single release strategy is not usually practiced, however its study could
help in fixing relevant parameters of the SIT method that should be taken into
consideration when studying the periodic release case. In the case of single
release, the sterile population size obeys the law:
dM
M
= −
dt
τs

(8)

This means that the number of sterile insects decays exponentially with a
characteristic time equal to their average lifetime τ s :
M ( t ) = M 0e

−

t

τs

(9)

where M 0 is the initial released number of sterile males. Next we shall
investigate conditions for that SIT reduces the wild-type population size to zero
within a time scale τ e . In addition, since only the released generation of sterile
males intervenes in this strategy, τ e should be of the same order of τ s . Now
we have

1 r

N (t ) =
 +
 K K

t′

−
λM0 
τs

′

exp
1
e
rt
−
−
∫0 
τ s 

t

−1

t

−
  
λM0 
  dt ′ × exp  rt −
1 − e τ s
 
τ s 

 


  (10)



The asymptotic behaviour of the previous function as t → ∞ shows that the
extinction cannot achieved with the single release strategy for the Logistic
Sub-model F1 . As a matter of fact, it is straightforward to verify using
elementary mathematical tools that
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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t

−
λM0 
τs
1 − e
exp  rt −
τ s 

N (t ) ≥
1 r t rt′
+
e dt ′
K K ∫0






Then, by taking the limit t → ∞ we find that N min = Ke

(11)

−

λM 0
τs

is a lower

bound for the size of the wild population as t → ∞ . This proves the
non-extinction of the pest population. This behaviour of the size of the wild-type
population may be explained qualitatively as follows. An effective extinction
dN
requires a persistent negative growth rate of the wild population:
<0.
dt
However this could not be satisfied for sufficiently large time t. As the number of
sterile insects decreases exponentially, it will certainly goes down under the a
level permitting to the wild population to recover a persistent positive growth
rate and attend again a stable carrying-capacity state. Later we shall see that the
presence of a strong Allee effect allows to reach effective extinction with the
Logistic Sub-model and a single release strategy. In Figure 2 we display the

behavior of the wild type population N ( t ) for the sub-model F1 , in the case of
single release strategy.

3.1.2. Periodic Release Strategy
The periodic release strategy can better models realistic situations. In this case,
the dynamic of the sterile population size is dictated by the equation:
dM
M
=
− + R0 (1 +  cos (ωt + φ ) )
dt
τs

(12)

Figure 2. Illustrations of the behaviour of N ( t ) for the sub-model F1 in the cases of
single release strategy. Solid (broken) lines correspond to M 0 = 20 ( M 0 = 5 ). Other
parameters values are K = 25 and λ = 1.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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where , ω and φ are independent parameters with 0 <  ≤ 1 . Here we can
disregard the transitory solution which decays exponentially. Then we are left
with



τ s ω

M (=
t ) τ s R0 1 +
cos (ωt + φ ) +
sin (ωt + φ ) 
2 2
2 2
1+τs ω
 1+τs ω


(13)

The last form of M (T ) results in the following expression for the wild-type
population

1 r
N (t ) =
 +
K K

−1


∫0 exp  rt ′ + λ ( h ( 0 ) − h ( t ′) ) dt ′ × exp  rt + λ ( h ( 0 ) − h ( t ) ) (14)
t

with



τ s
ω
h (=
t ) τ s R0 t +
sin (ωt + φ ) −
cos (ωt + φ ) 
2 2
2 2
1+τs ω
 1+τs ω


(15)

In comparison with the first case, , ω and φ are additional parameters that
should be considered for the periodic release strategy. In particular, the
extinction dynamics depends on the relative time scales described by ωτ s and
ωτ e . In this strategy, its well understood that the extinction time τ e will clearly
exceed the time-time τ s . Furthermore, the strategy is usually practiced with a
period close to the life-time τ s , thus the number ωτ s will have the order of
some units. To emphasize the change in the behaviour of the pest-population
size with the periodic release compared to the case of single release, we plot in

Figure 3 the function N ( t ) given by Equation (14) for some illustrative
parameters of the method.

Next, expression (14) will be the starting point for our investigation of

Figure 3. Illustrations of the behaviour of N ( t ) for the sub-model F1 in the cases of
periodic release strategy for some illustrative crucial parameters. Others parameters
values are K = 25 and λ = 1 , ω = 4 ,  = 0.5 and φ = 0.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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extinction conditions. In particular it will be used to obtain the threshold density
of sterile males, ( R0T ), to be released to ensure the eradication of the wild
population in a given time τ e . This threshold size is believed to be crucial for
any SIT program. Results obtained from expression (14) for the extinction
condition and its variations with the relevant parameters of the method are
summarized in Figure 4.

3.2. Including Allee Effect
As said before, the presence of an Allee effect may substantially modify the
dynamic of the pest population especially at low sizes. Particularly, if such effect
is present, we merely have to decrease the wild population size from K to α in
order to achieve total extinction. For the intra-specific sub-model F2 , Equation
(2) takes the form:
dN
= rN ( N − α )(1 − N K ) − λ M ( t ) N
dt

(16)

with r = rk2 . To the best of our knowledge, an exact analytical solution for this
equation cannot be obtained, at least for the two froms of the function M ( t )
we are considering. Therefore we shall use a perturbative method to handle this

equation. Making the change of function: N = 1 z , we obtain for z ( t ) the
following equation:

dz r 1
α

=
− r  + 1 + ( λ M ( t ) + α r ) z
dt K z
K 

(17)

As K represents the initial equilibrium size of the pest population, it is
legitimate to assume that 1 K  1 . If we additionally assume that

(K −α )

is

Figure 4. The critical density of sterile males ( R0T ), as a function of the wild-population
size for some illustrative crucial parameters. Others parameters values are λ = 1 , ω = 4 ,
 = 0.5 and φ = 0.
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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of the same order as K (the condition which applies to realistic situation), we can
infer that the term proportional to 1/z is negligible compared with other terms

in the r.h.s of Equation (20). Then we can conclude that the function z0 ( t ) ,
solution of the equation

dz0
α

− (α r + λ M ( t ) ) z0 =
−r  + 1
dt
K



(18)

constitutes a good first approximation to the function z ( t ) . We can remark

that the dynamics of z0 ( t ) follows an equation having the same form as

Equation (6) which is exactly solvable. The general form of z0 ( t ) will be

similar to Equation (7) and it will be given bellow. Moreover, as z ( t ) is close

to z0 ( t ) , we have

z0 − z z0  1 . Then it is possible to improve our
approximation for the solution z ( t ) by expanding the term in 1/z in Equation
(20) as:
−1

z − z0 
1 1
1
z 
=
1 +
 ≈  2 −  +
z z0 
z0 
z0 
z0 

(19)

Then, the resulting equation for z ( t ) reads

 2
α  
dz
r 
= r
− − 1 +  λ M ( t ) + α r − 2  z
dt
Kz0 
 Kz0 K
 

(20)

In order to emphasis the relation between z0 ( t ) and z ( t ) , we will seek a

z ( t ) z0 ( t ) + y ( t ) ,
general solution for the previous equation having the form =
with y ( t ) an unknown function. Substituting this form in Equation (20), we

get to the following equation for y ( t )


dy
r
r 
=
+  λ M (t ) + α r − 2  y
dt Kz0 
Kz0 

(21)

where we have made use of Equation (20) satisfied by z0 ( t ) . The last equation

leads to the following form for the function y ( t )

=
y (t )

r
K

 t 1

  
t′ 
r
exp  −α rt ′ − ∫0  λ M ( x ) − 2
 dx  dt ′ 
 ∫0

′
Kz0 ( x )   


 z0 ( t )


 
t
r
× exp α rt + ∫0  λ M ( x ) − 2
 dx 

Kz0 ( x )  



(22)

where the expression of z0 ( t ) is given by
t′
1

α
 t
z0 ( t ) =  − r  + 1 ∫0 exp  −α rt ′ − λ ∫0 M ( x ) dx  dt ′

 
K

K
t
× exp α rt + λ ∫0M ( x ) dx 



(23)

The integration constant has been fixed using the condition z ( 0 ) = 1 K . As

we are considering only realistic cases where z0 ( t ) > 0 , we can see from

Equation (22) that y ( t ) is always positive and this means that z ( t ) > z0 ( t )

which means that the sizes N 0 ( t ) and N ( t ) resulting respectively, from the
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solutions z0 ( t ) and z ( t ) are such that N ( t ) < N 0 ( t ) . A comparison between

N 0 ( t ) and N (t ) for the single release strategy, is shown in Figure 5. We can
clearly see that N ( t ) presents a faster decay than the function N 0 ( t ) , and this
is related to the manifestation of Allee effect which is more important in the case
of the size N ( t ) .
Let us note that the high complication of the last expression of z ( t )
(compared with expression (7)) renders its analytical handling very difficult. We
shall use Mathematica toolkit to extract all the information from it. As we shall
see later, the presence of Alle effect drastically affects the large-time behaviour of
the pest population size, especially in the case of single release strategy. Next we
shall investigate the implications of expressions (22) and (23) for extinction
conditions in the two cases of release strategies. Notice that in the case of single
release strategy, M ( t ) should be substituted by its form (9), while for a
periodic release strategy, M ( t ) should be replaced by its expression (13).
Results implied by expressions (22) and (23) for the extinction condition and its
variations with the relevant parameters of the method are summarized in Figure
6 & Figure 7.

4. Conclusions
To sum up, the paper studies analytically the outcomes of a non-spatial
deterministic model for the Sterile Insect Technique. Two sub-models for the
intra-specific competition have been considered. The first assumes a logistic
growth rate while the second takes into account the presence of an eventual
Allee effect. Moreover, the response functional, describing the interspecific
competition have been assumed to be Holling Type I. This allows a substantial

Figure 5. Illustrative decays of wild populations sizes N ( t ) and N 0 ( t ) for the single
release strategy. Others parameters values are λ = 1 ,  = 1 , α = 5 , M 0 = 7 and
k = 80.
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Figure 6. The critical density of sterile males ( R0T ), as a function of the wild-population
size, for single release strategy, is sketched for some illustrative crucial parameters. Others
parameters values are λ = 1 and r = 1.

Figure 7. The critical density of sterile males ( R0T ), as a function of the wild-population
size, for periodic release strategy, is sketched for some illustrative crucial parameters.
Others parameters values are λ = 1 , r = 1 , ω = 2 , φ = 0 and  = 0.5.

simplification of the mathematical study of the SIT dynamics. As a matter of fact
equation describing this dynamics has been handled analytically. Despite its
simplicity the proposed model reproduces satisfactory results. This model
permits also a direct implementation of the mass-release strategy. In our study
two manner of liberating sterile males have been considered; the single release
strategy and the more realistic periodic release strategy.
Results of the study indicate that eradication of the pest population requires a
DOI: 10.4236/ojmsi.2018.62002
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minimal (critical) size of sterile released males. We have determined this critical
size for various for the two considered growth sub-models when the release
strategy, single or periodic, allows the achievement of extinction. In addition, the
study has allowed to highlight the most important parameters intervening in
deciding the success or not of a SIT program. Particularly, the model yields an
impossibility of achieving eradication of the wild population experiencing a
logistic growth rate when the sterile-fertile interaction is described with a
Holling Type I response.
Despite of the above mentioned satisfactory findings yielded by the presented
model, the latter is far a way from being complete and remains a first
approximation for the SIT dynamics which is actually more complicated. Indeed,
real practiced SIT programs may face several factors of difficulty such as lack of
competitiveness of released weevils, environmental conditions, migration of
insects, bad timing of release, etc, that may be crucial for the success of the
program. However, we should admit that the inclusion of all these factors in
modeling SIT is not possible. After all, we think that despite the simplicity of
mathematical model it uses, this study allows to fix elements to be considered
before deciding strategies to adopt for any SIT programme, which may be
crucial for its success. Of course, a good decision made signifies particularly a
reduce of the cost of the SIT program. This may be constructive for the manage
of RPW populations in farms and urban palms in Saudi Arabia.
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